


Films and events

FRIDAY 20 MARCH

SATURDAY 21 MARCH

Tickets
and
venues

Welcome

Take One Action Film Festivals inspires and connects ordinary people through world-
class cinema, creativity and action – to shape a better world, starting from Scotland.
We believe small actions lead to big ones, and that we all make a difference.

“Take One Action brings to light stories from across the planet which – like South
Africa's injustices, courage & beauty – were once hidden." Archbishop Desmond Tutu

Advance booking/registration strongly recommended at takeoneaction.org.uk
£4/£2.50 concessions per screening. All events at Hannah Maclure Centre,
unless stated. A weekend pass (all events) is just £15/£10. Under 18s go free to
all events with ID, online booking is advised. Tickets will also be available on the
door, subject to availability. For more info email info@takeoneaction.org.uk

Still The Enemy Within 7PM – 9.30PM, 15+

“timely, important and truthful…unexpectedly uplifting" Time Out

Thirty years after the miners’ strike, this powerful documentary (“as
gripping as a thriller” The Guardian) offers inspiring, first-hand
accounts of ordinary people at the centre of extraordinary events –
re-shaping our social, industrial and natural landscape.

FREE WORKSHOP 10.30AM – 1.30PM

How To Change The World - one click at a time

“Want to change the world? This will rouse you to action” The Guardian

New to the idea or practice of “campaigning”? Or need refreshing and
inspiring to get back in the saddle? This empowering free workshop will
give you the confidence and encouragement to make a real difference.



SATURDAY continued

Growing Cities 1.30PM – 3.15PM, 12+

“a wonderful invitation to make food a more vital part of our lives and
our cities” Tamara Van Strijthem, Take One Action Film Festivals

Urban farming projects are playing a key role in helping communities
grow healthier, more resilient and more united. Through interviews
with budding and experienced small-scale farmers in cities across
the US, this uplifting film captures a growing movement that is
countering the ecological damage wrought by industrial farming -
transforming parks, backyards, vacant lots and even rooftops.

#chicagogirl
The Social Network Takes on a Dictator 7.30 – 9.30PM, 15+

Note venue: Hot Chocolate, Steeple Church, Nethergate – DD1 4DG

“embodies the idealistic spirit of its subject” Variety

The inspiring story of a Muslim teen who harnesses social media
from her Chicago bedroom to protect citizen journalism and protest
in Syria. Armed with Facebook, Skype and camera phones, 19-
year-old Ala’a and her social network on the ground in Syria
collaborate to dodge snipers and shelling and document the war.
But as revolution rages on, getting the message out is no longer
enough and many must decide whether to fight on as journalists,
or take up arms themselves.

Beyond the Screen: democracy in action
All events incorporate the opportunity for audiences to respond and share
ideas for local action. The program is supported by members of our new
group Take One Action Dundee. Want to get involved or start your own in
Fife or elsewhere? Email info@takeoneaction.org.uk to find out more.

Everyday Rebellion 4PM–6.30PM, 15+ (contains nudity)

“One of the most powerful and engaging documentaries to come
out of the industry in the last decade” Hot Docs

From London, Ukraine and Syria, to the US, Iran and Spain,
hailing the revolutionary spirit of clowns, music, ping pong and the
human body, Everyday Rebellion is a moving and playful
celebration of the triumph of creativity over repression, and a
vibrant reminder that power must always give way to humanity.



SUNDAY 22 MARCH

FREE WORKSHOP 10.30AM – 12PM, 15+

Take One Action Locals

“the most empowering films of the year” New Internationalist

Want to show amazing films that inspire people where you live to
create a better world? Find out about Take One Action Locals and
connect with other cultural organisers and creative changemakers
from Dundee and beyond. Travel subsidies available.

Take One Action Online connects you with local groups, film,
creativity and action – to shape a better world – from Scotland.
Whether you’re just exploring, or have things you want to share:
log on now, and be inspired. www.takeoneaction.org.uk

Let’s make trade fair 4PM – 5.30PM, 15+

FREE WORKSHOP delivered by Oxfam and Christian Aid

Corporate tax dodging by companies like Amazon and Starbucks
costs UK public services billions each year, while poor countries
lose a whopping $160 billion – money that could be spent at home
and abroad on tackling poverty. Want to make a difference, for your
community and others? This free workshop will show you how.

The Revolutionary Optimists 1.30 – 3.30PM, 12+

"inspiring...a vital snapshot of possibilities" Los Angeles Times

Amlan Ganguly doesn't rescue Calcutta’s slum children, he
empowers them to become change agents, battling poverty and
transforming their own neighbourhoods with dramatic results.
The inspirational winner of Take One Action’s 2014 Audience Award.

Ash and Money 6.30PM – 8.30PM, 15+

“an extraordinary, hilarious, uplifting, rebellious call for better politics”
Simon Bateson, Artistic Director, Take One Action

In 2010, Estonia was rocked by a series of party funding scandals
that threatened the stability of this young republic. To expose the
hypocrisy and manipulation at the heart of politics, a theatre group
took on their boldest, most ambitious project to date: the creation of a
new political party. Was this a hoax or were they for real?


